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This is a very important article for the current generation of swimmers, both male and female, to read and 

understand. 

I am very surprised that some of the usual commentators haven’t commented yet. If this article was about 

the viability of USRPT being the best way to coach a child, there would have been many more comments 

by now. 
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JOEMOMMA, 

The past few times that USRPT articles have been posted…comments have been turned off. 
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Mr. Sheehan, is it possible this is coming more into the light because maybe, just maybe, USA Swimming 

has not been punished rightfully for its past transgressions? 

Just because USA Swimming is doing better now, it really doesn’t say much given that next to nothing was 

done in the 80s and 90s. It doesn’t excuse the inaction and certainly doesn’t help those who suffered as a 

result of that neglect. 

I think it is fair to say that this won’t end until those people who suffered most feel that justice has been 

served, so you USA Swimming should continue to expect more pieces of journalism like this in the future. 
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USA Swimming needs to clean house of anyone who turned a blind eye, covered up or ignored abuse over 

the years. Until they do that any program they implement is tainted with the abuses of the past. They 

deserve the negative press, and any efforts since 2010 are meaningless until the people involved are wiped 

away from this great sport. I am amazed at how many names have come up in some capacity in this whole 

mess that touched my time swimming in the 70s and 80s. 
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Thanks for all your supportive comments. The point is, our complaint is post 2012. All we wanted to do 

was keep the coach from hurting someone else. USA swimming has 2 matching statements from my 

daughter, as well as interviews with their investigator, Nancy Fischer. She spoke with Anna, my son, me , 

and a therapist confirming PTSD. When Anna declined to be involved in a hearing where she had to hear 

her tormentor’s voice, USA swimming closed the case. We got a FedEx from them in Sept 2013. They 



reopened the case last Spring, but we never heard from them. There certainly was no “reaching out to Anna 

and the family”. 
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So sorry this happened to your daughter and your entire family. 

From Outside Magazine, “Strzempko and others have described this process – without exaggeration – as 

being as emotionally devastating as rape”. 

I think people don’t have a clue of how emotionally devastating the PROCESS is when organizations 

have the resources to fight you every step of the way, or are not interested in holding people accountable. 

The “Silence” on the part of USA Swimming is deafening. 

In the public light USA Swimming “appears” to care, but behind closed doors, they are as EVIL as ever. 
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As someone who has been kicked in the teeth from both sides over trying to change the culture of USA 

swimming on this topic I was interested to read this article. As an aside, I’m sorry to see that Ms Currin still 

blames me for not being her knight in shining armor twenty two years ago when i was a 24 year old 

swimmer standing up to what I saw as a wrong based upon rumors I heard. I hope she finds peace. 

However, personal attack aside, I liked the article. I am off the USAS board now and can speak more 

freely. Here are some of my thoughts. 

I appreciated hearing how the attorneys representing the plaintiffs in cases against USAS viewed how these 

case were litigated. It’s a different perspective and I get it. I also appreciated hearing the voice a victim that 

I had never heard about. I appreciated her heart felt emotions and her feelings of frustration. I get it. 

So what to do to move forward? 

When I helped propose and pushed for the safe sport changes in 2010, part of my thought process was to 

assure that past bad deeds could be brought to light and that bad coaches should be punished–even if the 

civil and criminal laws could not help. I proposed and pushed for the no statutes of limitation rule. Believe 

it or not,I hoped and prayed that Ms. Currin would come forward. I hoped that others would be held 

accountable. I also pushed for the 2013 rules change allowing USAS to go after former members. Again. 

Part of the healing and accountability process is justice even if it takes 25 years to get it. 



As to the Board, I got to know and like a lot of the people involved in the administration of our sport. I 

don’t think anyone has any bad or evil intention. I made some friends and clearly made a few enemies too. 

I think there are some very good people on the board who will make change if given the chance. However, 

I truly believe that part of our problem as an organization is the lack of renewal in our leadership. This past 

year I passionately got on the floor of the USAS convention floor and pleaded with our membership to 

limit the number of past presidents on the Board. At the time we had five. I noted that experts on non-profit 

organizations believe strongly that past presidents are an impediment to change and protect themselves and 

their past decisions by thwarting questions. Think about it. Do you know of ANY board with two let alone 

SIX past presidents on it? 

Voice, but no vote does not equate to lack of power and influence. In my time on the USAS board I 

experienced past presidents attempt to (and successfully) influence elections, seek unending terms on FINA 

boards, attempt to prevent USSIC from redomesticating, among other things. The power voice of the past 

presidents suppressed comment, questions, and dissent. A common theme. Was “historically, we… Or 

we’ve always done it this way.” This is unhealthy and undemocratic. 

The only people who spoke out against me regarding my legislation on the floor were the current, future, 

and immediate past presidents of USAS. My challenge to the past presidents club was met with hostility 

from several of the past presidents. Two walked by me after the vote scowling. One engaged in a pretty 

intense argument before apologizing. While the vote failed to get the required 66% required to change a 

bylaw, at least 55% of those present voted for the proposal. Despite the clear message, our new president’s 

first move was to place SIX past presidents on the Board. So 6 (yes, six) past presidents sit on the board of 

36. And while I believe our new President is a good and honorable man, this is the wrong direction for 

assuring that the culture that got us into the entire sex scandal matter changes. 

I am pretty certain that I was deposed more than any other USAS Board member in the sex abuse cases 

mentioned in this article, I was deposed by John Little, John Parisi, and for seven hours by Bob Allard. 

None of these experiences were particularly pleasant. I was under oath and was not agreeing to facts that I 

was not certain of. In those depositions I told these attorneys what I recalled. That was …In the early 90’s I 

recalled being part of a subcommittee on abuses. I recalled discussing all kinds of things and memories but 

not with the kind of clarity that I am sure that these attorneys were hoping for. 

I know that there were some within USAS and other swimming organizations that believed I was lying 

about some twenty year old committee and I took heat from both sides for what I said before and during my 

depositions. I was called a charlatan by bloggers and Mr. Allard. My local paper published an article saying 

that I was “embroiled in a sex scandal”! Kind of laughable since I have been married for 18 years. As funny 

as these comments were, the attacks were terribly upsetting. 

About a month after I was deposed for the last time I received an email with an apology. Somehow 

someone had discovered minutes of a 1991 abuse subcommittee meeting that I (a 24 year old athlete) had 

chaired. I read the email and the minutes and almost fell on the floor. I was telling the truth all along. It did 

happen yet I had gone on the record not really recalling the details. Proposals included (1) a board of 

review, (2) banning sexual misconduct, (3) a reporting telephone number, (4) background check, (5) 

banning coach-athlete relationships. This list goes on. Needless to say I was not happy. 

Importantly, The names on that 1991 subcommittee include some prominent names of people still deeply 

involved in USAS in leadership roles. Also, this subcommittee fell on the terms of two USAS presidents 

still on the Board. Thus, my push for limiting the number of past presidents on our board going forward. 

I truly believe that change is the only way we grow as an organization. If there is no turnover, there is no 

accountability. If there is no accountability, we run into problems like this. And when we lose the trust of 

the membership, we find scandal. In this case the price, is in my opinion, has been far too costly. 

Dave 

 


